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Summary:
In this paper we present a multi-criteria evaluation of several possible approaches to organization of studies. A wider use of modern information technology has led to major changes in traditional education. One of them is the development of serious games in order to simulate real business work environment.

The traditional passive education approach trains people for some narrow procedures, and then evaluates them based on their memories of what they have been told. Even when students have successfully mastered facts and procedures, their behavior in real life situations remains uncertain. Games are trying to solve this problem, motivate and promote learning. Their interactive aspect leads to high involvement of participants in game activities, so they no longer have the sole purpose of entertainment, but become a serious learning tool. The possibility to provide entertainment and educational component separates these games from classical, fun games. Also, participants are not passive players. Their decisions and actions directly affect the flow of the game, leading to good or bad results.

To evaluate game application in classroom, a multicriteria analysis was used. It was used for the assessment of possible study forms in order to use benefits of information technology for modernizing and improving teaching and learning processes. The evaluation was made by observing four alternatives, as well as six criteria. The aim of this paper was to make these applications more effective where needed and to indicate apossibility to use them elsewhere.
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Introduction

In the last decade of the previous century, and especially in its last years, the implementation of modern information technologies and methods led to changes in many areas of teaching.

It is generally known that the acceptance of new opportunities and challenges is dominated and forefront by young people. Also, the truth was that decision-makers were generally the elderly, so this possibility of using new technologies did not immediately come to full expression in all places; however, sooner or later, people accept things which make their work efficient.

The paper analyzes the situation in education, in one possible direction in particular - using information technology in teaching through games and simulations which are already been successfully used (there are other approaches to information technology applications, for example (Miljković et al, 2016, pp.1009-1032).

The aim of this paper is to highlight the way how teaching using information technology can be more efficient (where already implemented), and to point to a wide range of possibilities for their application in the areas where information technology has not been used yet.

Games and simulations

One of the first computer applications were games created for fun. Since such games immediately became popular, first they were used for mass sales of computers and for the implementation of higher classes of computers.

With the Internet expansion, Internet games appeared. Many serious software companies developed Internet games because some of them gathered millions of active players worldwide. Some well-known Internet games are, for example, World of Warcraft, League of Legends, World of Tanks, Runescape, Perfect World, Starcraft, Counter Strike, etc.

Internet games were followed by various services for usage, distribution, promotion, different kinds of protection, etc. This game industry is still very successful today.

Software companies tried to take advantage of the phenomenon on that the games are massively accepted by the young and the old alike, and to create games not aimed to be fun only, but also to have another function, such as education. This, too, was successful. Designers of computer games are creating highly motivating environments which players both enjoy and learn in. The concept of gamification (Shank, 2013) is introduced. This term means using game elements and mechanisms in the
activities which cannot be strictly classified as games in order to easily master such activities, i.e. to master them in a form of a game.

The factors that encourage the application of games in education should be noted:
- Motivation is more easily accomplished because the learning process as well as the adoption of certain procedures is replaced with natural acceptance of the rules for the operation of the game you want to play. So it could be used for performance assessment.
- Higher levels of learning are more easily accomplished with different levels of play, as opposed to classical learning where books are usually given in one, possibly two, or very rarely on many levels.
- The desire to master as many levels of the game as possible makes learning fun for students, so motivation comes spontaneously.

Good teachers tend to make their stories and performances interesting for their students and to involve them in the topic. In the case of games, participants are spontaneously and automatically involved, because of the very nature of games.

Participants are not passive game players, but they influence the game outcome by taking actions and making decisions (obviously, in traditional learning, that it is not possible) (Bhasin, 2014).

In many situations where there is a risk of harm to health or material goods, games can replace practice in the real environment and be a good precursor to practice in the real environment.

Many authors have noted that games can teach effectively about various types of risks, or about their minimization without "collateral damage in the first operating performances" that occurs in traditional learning. This can be seen in more detail in papers (Ambrose et al, 2010), (Holmes, Gardner, 2006), (Tonks, 2002, pp.177-194).

Games can prepare for unexpected (stochastic) situations in the working environment (Trybus, 2015), (Geuting, 2000), (Lunce, 2004, p.29).

Many authors dealt with an analysis of learning through play and achieving results in real life simulations with an understanding of situations in real life (Fink et al, 2014, pp.141-152), (Finkelstein et al, 2005, pp.1-8), (Hunzeker, Harkness, 2014, pp.513-517), (Leger et al, 2011, pp.39-53), (Prensky, 2001, p.128). All previous authors prefer this way of learning to the traditional way.

The paper (Buck, 2013) recommends this method of learning in the following fields: engineering, economics, medicine, marketing, management, political science, international relations, foreign languages, etc.
Multi-criteria analysis of studies and learning

In this paper, a multi-criteria analysis (optimization) will be used for the evaluation of possible study forms that seeks to take advantage of information technology in order to modernize and improve teaching and learning process.

Evaluation is carried out so as to observe four alternatives, but there may be more of them.

ALTERNATIVES

A1: Teaching is classical during the entire studies.

A2: Teaching is classical until the last semester when the simulations course is introduced and then in the form of games students are doing case studies. At the end of the semester, the case studies are evaluated as a graduation thesis.

A3: Teaching is classical during the first half of studies. At the beginning of the second half of studies, the course on simulations is introduced where the basic principles and their applications are taught. After this course, other subjects are also taught using games (simulations). In the last semester, students use case studies to work with simulations (games) and that is considered as a graduation thesis.

A4: Teaching is classical just at the beginning of the studies and in the courses where it is more convenient. During the first course in the subject of information technologies, students are introduced to the basic concepts of simulations and games. In the cases where it is possible to make a combination of classical teaching and computer games, as a rule, the learning process is faster and more efficient. In the last semester, simulations are used with case studies to give students real life practice.

CRITERIA

C1: Assessment of achieved average results in learning

C2: Rating of courses (advantage for organizers)

C3: Assessment of the acceptability of studying modes for students

C4: Assessment of the opportunities to integrate graduates in the future business environment

C5: Assessment of time required to achieve the desired results in learning

C6: Rating the proficiency of students to understand risks when making decisions in the real environment and to minimize risks.
It should be noted that more criteria can be applied; for example, the following criterion could be added:

Assessment of the acceptability of modes of studying by potential students.

This criterion would be very important for decision-making of the management of higher education institutions regarding types of studying. However, it was not taken into account here since the authors did not have adequate data.

It would also be possible to reduce the number of criteria, or to group some criteria which are overlapping (for example C4 and C6), but we believe they are better organized in this way, and any overlapping of the criteria is eliminated by the appropriate choice of the weight coefficients.

The evaluation matrix was created in cooperation with the management of the Faculty of Health, Legal and Business Studies, Singidunum University, which introduced this form of study within its study programmes (A2 alternative), based on the results of the research carried out among the students for which this form of teaching was introduced (research performed by the teaching staff who teach business simulations).

The weight coefficients of criteria were determined and the evaluation was carried out using a new method presented in the article (Miljković et al, 2017). The control of the results was performed using some other methods of multi-criteria analysis given in the literature (Nikolić, Borović, 1996), (Radojičić, Žižović, 1998) and the results are in line with the previous ones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 – Criteria values by alternatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Таблица 1 – Значения альтернатив по критериям</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Табела 1 – Вредности альтернатива по критеријумима</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If we assume that all criteria are equally numerically important, and that they occur in the following order

\[ C_1 \rightarrow C_2 \rightarrow C_3 \rightarrow C_4 \rightarrow C_5 \rightarrow C_6, \]

then
\[ \rho_1 = \rho_2 = \rho_3 = \rho_4 = \rho_5 = \rho_6 = \frac{1}{6}, \]

and the order of the alternatives is
\[ A_4 \rightarrow A_3 \rightarrow A_2 \rightarrow A_1. \]

If we assume that the most important criteria is \( C_2 \) and that the complete sequence of criteria is
\[ C_2 \rightarrow C_1 \rightarrow C_3 \rightarrow C_4 \rightarrow C_5 \rightarrow C_6, \]
and that the criteria \( C_1, C_2, C_3, C_4, C_5 \) and \( C_6 \) have the same numerical value, for example,
\[ \rho_2 = 0.9, \quad \rho_1 = \rho_3 = \rho_4 = \rho_5 = \rho_6 = 0.02, \]
we get the following sequence of the alternatives
\[ A_4 \rightarrow A_2 \rightarrow A_3 \rightarrow A_1. \]

It is interesting that the same arrangement is obtained if \( \rho_2 \geq 0.5833\ldots \) and \( \rho_1 = \rho_3 = \rho_4 = \rho_5 = \rho_6 \). Also, it can be easy to get \( A_2 \) before other alternatives \( 0.5 \leq \rho_2 < 0.5833\ldots \), then that \( A_4 \) is ahead of other alternatives for \( \rho_2 < 0.5 \) and \( \rho_1 = \rho_3 = \rho_4 = \rho_5 = \rho_6 \).

If we assume that the most important is one of the following criteria: \( C_1 \) or \( C_3 \) or \( C_5 \) or \( C_6 \), then \( A_4 \) is the best alternative.

In the event that the order of the criteria is \( C_4 \rightarrow C_2 \rightarrow C_1 \), and then the rest of them, one can find a situation that \( A_3 \) is the best alternative; for example, for \( \rho_4 = 0.6, \rho_2 = 0.18, \rho_1 = 0.145, \rho_5 = \rho_3 = \rho_6 = 0.025 \), the order of the alternatives is
\[ A_3 \rightarrow A_2 \rightarrow A_4 \rightarrow A_1. \]

**Conclusion**

To implement computer games in teaching, it is necessary to have prepared teaching staff for this and appropriate software (games and simulations) which, as a rule, must continuously improve. These improvements should be made by teachers that already work on existing courses in a "classical way". The advantages of this mode can be seen in business situations, management case studies, in various fields where randomized situations can happen, like in medicine, veterinary medicine,
agriculture, etc. Also, they can be applied in many other significant fields such as military education, especially for training reserve officers.
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Резюме:
В данной статье представлен многокритериальный анализ отдельных возможностей по организации образовательных программ в ВУЗ-ах. Вследствие широкого применения современных информационных технологий, традиционная образовательная система требует больших перемен. Одной составляющей таких перемен является внедрение специально разработанных компьютерных игр, симулирующих реальную деловую обстановку. Традиционные пассивные образовательные программы сосредоточены на отдельные и узко направленные знания, в конечном итоге, испытуемые представляют заученные знания, приобретенные на основании усвоенного. Однако такого
рода усвојење знања, даже у случају када они добро усвојени, не предумстављају поведенчке аспектив, као и будућих деловних партнера. С помоћу игра се ствара оштре участи у реалним објектима, они сијају мотивирају учесника и делом процес обучење интересен. Интерактивни фактор игра приводи до високе степени ангажованости самих учесника, при чему аспект разделинjanости постепено опуска се у делу игре серисном инструментом у процес обучења. От обычних компјутерних игр дидактичке, у первод уверено, огледа се цел, која заклjučује се усвојење знања. Такође рода дидактичке компјутерних играх, учесник занимају активну позицију, так как о на решени зависи развој и исход игре.

Ключеве слова: многокритеријални анализ, критеријум, критеријум сложности, игре, моделовање.
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Сажетак:
У раду се дaje вишекритеријумска оценка неколико могућих приступа организовању студија. Захваљујући све троју употреби савремених информационих технологија, традиционални обнова студент Суочава се са великим променама. Једна од њих је и развој озбиљних игара које симулирају рад реалних пословних окружења.

Традиционални, пасивни приступ обнова студент у неке уске процедуре, а затим врши евалуацију на основу наше сећања на оно што нам је рекено. Чак и када смо успешно савладали чињенице и процедуре, наше понашање у правим животним ситуацијама остаје непроверено. Игра покушава да реше проблем, мотивишу и промовишу учење. Њихов интерактивни аспект доводи до високе укључености самих учесника у активност игре, па оне више немају среху искуство забаве већ постуся озбиљан алат за учење. Од класичних забавних игара одваја их преврстено другачији циљ, тј. могућност да се учеснику игре, поред забаве, пружи и едукативна компонента. Таође, учесник није пасивни играч већ својим одлуках и поступцима
директно може утицати на ток игре, доводећи до добрих или лоших резултата.

Кључне речи: вишекритеријумска анализа, критеријуми, тежина критеријума, игре, симулације.